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Concept

A continuous dynamic assessment;

Leading to regular and systematic updates to NAPs (and 
all assessments leading to it);

Connected information systems: for use as gateway to 
data, information and knowledge pertaining to NAPs;

True knowledge management vs comprehensive 
collections of stuff.



Conceptual design

Tagging - avoiding unique classifications

 Sectors into normal forms;

 Harmonising with broader UNFCCC pages;

 Connections to other information - submissions; 
national reports, etc.



Conceptual design (continued)

Three (3) main categories of sites

 1.  Country portals
 Each developing country to manage national NAP materials 

(archive, staging ground for sharing with the public pages of 
NAP Central)

 2.  Collaborative sites
 User groups: NAP Central support group, LEG, etc…

 3.  Public pages
 Event pages
 Navigators
 Case studies
Wikis: for technical experts



Key components

1. Country portals: by country for all developing countries

2. Event pages: NAP Expo, NAP workshops, technical meetings, etc.

3. Technical guidelines: main technical guidelines, supplements, 
LEG outputs on technical aspects

4. NAP resources: 

5. National documents: 

6. Databases: NAPA priorities, Adaptation Projects (LDCF, SCCF, 
etc.), NAP Exchange, Support provided and received

7. Navigators: data, tools, information portals, case studies

8. Collaborative sites: NAP Central support group, LEG, etc.

9. Support: LEG, AC, GEF LDCF, GCF, NAP GSPs



Status of implementation

Country Portals
 Operational, with capability for sharing documents with 

the Public Pages of the system

Public pages - NAP Central
 www4.unfccc.int/nap

Next plans
 Graphical interface for public pages
 Full release of all components under the menu 

structure



Guidelines

URL: www4.unfccc.int/nap 



Countries (Malawi)

URL: https://process.unfccc.int/sites/napparties/Malawi 



NAP events (eastern and southern Africa workshop)

URL: http://www4.unfccc.int/nap#NAPRegionalEASAfrica 



NAP events (eastern and southern Africa workshop)

Contact:

The Chair 
Least Developed Countries Expert Group (LEG)

leghelp@unfccc.int


